Every N "-categorical distributive lattice of finite breadth has a finitely axiomatizablc theory. This result extends the analogous result for partially ordered sets of finite width.
0. Introduction. This note is mainly concerned with the following theorem. Theorem 1. Every S "-categorical distributive lattice of finite breadth has a finitely axiomatizable theory.
For general references on distributive lattice theory we suggest [1 and 5] . Relevant material concerning N"-categoricity can be found in [8 and 9] . The article [7] also considers S "-categorical distributive lattices, but in a slightly different vein than is done here.
Theorem 1 generalizes a corresponding result for partially ordered sets (Theorem 1 of [9] ) that every S "-categorical poset of finite width has a finitely axiomatizable theory. In fact, this latter result, which is an important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1, follows fairly immediately from Theorem 1 as will be demonstrated in §3 by appropriately interpreting the theory of posets of width n in the theory of distributive lattices of breadth n.
The notion of breadth of a lattice seems not to be a well discussed concept; it is not mentioned in either of the references [1 or 5] , but is briefly referred to in [2] . Yet. for distributive lattices it becomes a particularly stable and transparent notion. Various equivalent characterizations will be presented in §1.
The proof of Theorem 1 will be presented in §2.
1. Breadth. A lattice (A, A, V) has breadth < n iff whenever a0, a,.a" E A there is some ; ^ n such that a0 V a,
If one identifies (as we shall do) the lattice (A, A, V) with the poset (A, <) (where x ^ y iff x = x A y ifíy = x V y), then it is immediate that breadth 1 lattices are merely chains. If L0, L,_.L"_, are chains, then L" X L, X • • • XLB_, is a distributive lattice which has breadth «s n, and if each L, is nontrivial (i.e. \Lj\>2), then it has breadth precisely n. In particular, if each | L, |= 2, then Bn = L0 X • •■ X L"_, is the Boolean lattice with breadth n.
Suppose now that fy = (D, A, V) is an arbitrary distributive lattice. Then (0", 0,.6n_ i) is a coordinatization of °D if the following two conditions hold: ( 1 ) each 0, is a congruence relation of fy such that L'D/0, has breadth 1 ; (2) 0" n 0, n • • • n0"_, is the trivial congruence relation. A partially ordered set 33 = (B, <) has width < n if 33 has no antichains of length greater than «; and it has dimension ^ n if there are chains /3". 5,.ß", such that s^ is isomorphic to a subposet of B0 X ß, X • • • XB". ,. We mention here the fundamental theorem of Dilworth [3] : Every poset of width n can be covered by n chains.
We now state a series of various characterizations of breadth for distributive lattices.
Proposition
2. For a distributive lattice fy = (D, A, V) and 1 *3 n < u the following are equivalent:
(0) fy has breadth *£ n; all of which are rather routine except possibly for (2) =» (3) which requires Dilworth's theorem and the Prime Ideal Theorem (PIT) for distributive lattices (Theorem 7.15 of [5] or Theorem III.4.1 of [1] ). We shall prove as Theorem 5 a version of (2) =» (3) in an S "-categorical setting.
In the following theorem we present another, less standard, characterization of distributive lattices of breadth n. Not only the theorem but its proof will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.
Let 33 = (B, <) be a poset of width n, and let 5(33) be the set of antichains of 33 of length n. For X, Y E S( 33) we make the following two definitions: A' A y is the Proof. Let (6Q, 0,,... ,0"_i) be a coordinatization of 6D, which exists by Proposition 2(3). Then each fy/6, is a lattice of breadth 1; that is, fy/Bi is a chain (L,, <,■). Theorem 4. // ( 33. < ) is a countable and S "-categorical structure, where (B, <) is a poset of width n, then there are chains C". C,.Cn_ , whose union is B such that:
(1) (33, < , C", C,.C"_,)« S "-categorical;
(2) if (33, < .Cç^.Ct.Q_i) has a finitely axiomatizable theory, then so does
Proof. We will rely on results from both [8 and 9] for this proof. The proof will proceed by induction on n. the width of the poset (B,<). In order to maintain the induction, we will require that the chains C", C,,_Cri_i satisfy not only conditions
(1) and (2), but also condition: (3) if £ is a simple component of (B,<) which has width k. then E C C() U C, U---UQ-,.
If n = 1, the result is trivial.
For the inductive step, suppose (B. <) has width n > 2. Let A be the natural refinement of the simple splitting of (B. <). (Refer to §0 of [9] .) Let r be the least number such that each simple component is partitioned into no more than r A-components. Using Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.3 of [9], we can obtain a partition {B0, £,.Br-\) 0I ^ sucn tnat:
(4)(33,< ,BQ,B¡,_£,_,} is 8"-categorical;
(5) if (93,-< , B0, t3,.Br-\) has a finitely axiomatizable theory, then so does («,<); (6) if £ is a simple component of ( B, < ) which has m A-components. then {£ Pi B0, E n 5,.£ n Bm_ ,} is just the set of its A-components. Now define < on B so that if a, b E B, then a < b iff one of the following holds: B0.Br_i).< ,C0.C,.C"_,) satisfies (l)-(3). But then {*, < . C".C" ,) satisfies ( 1 ) and (3). and by (5) it also satisfies (2). D Remark. In Theorem 4 we can also require of the chains that each of them be maximal.
Theorem 4 will be generalized in the following manner. This partial ordering is essentially a subordering of (fy, E), and thus has width < n. By Theorem 4 there are maximal x-chains C", C,,...,C"_, E A whose union is A such that:
(i) (fy,A,V, C", C,.CB_,) is S "-categorical;
(ii) if (°D, A, V, C", C,.C"_|) has a finitely axiomatizable theory, then so does (fy, A, V).
(Precisely, Theorem 4 is not being applied to the structure (fy. A, V), but to another structure which is definitionally equivalent to it which codes pairs from D by single points.)
For each 1< n we make the following definition 3. Interpretability. We shall demonstrate in this section that the theory of posets of width n is interpretable in the theory of distributive lattices of breadth n. This interpretation will be of a strong sort which we called in [10] a completely faithful interpretation. It is not really important here what the precise definition is. Suffice it to say that given Theorem 1 and the specific interpretation of Theorem 7, we will get as a consequence the finite axiomatizability of the theory of any S "-categorical poset of finite width. It will incidentally also yield the undecidability of the theory of distributive lattices of breadth 2 from the corresponding theorem for posets of width 2.
Theorem 7. The theory of posets of width n is completely faithfully interpretable in the theory of distributive lattices of breadth n.
Proof. We begin by giving a semantic description of the interpretation 77 of the theory of posets of width n in the theory of distributive lattices of breadth n.
Let "D = (D, A, V) be an arbitrary distributive lattice of breadth n. Let K(fy) be the set of those elements in D which have a unique maximum predecessor: thus, a E K(fy) «*<$ f 3yVz(r « y « z <a).
Each element in K(fy) is certainly a join-irreducible, so that by Proposition 2(2), the poset (K(fy). <) has width «= n. Let^'D" = (K(fy), <). The corollary extends the result [6] on the undecidability of theory of 2-dimensional posets.
